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From The Editor
The recent Niagara Canada trip was a huge success! About 50 Silver
Wheelers headed up north for a few days of biking and sight-seeing. The
weather was more humid than expected but dry. Riding temperatures
were in the mid 20's (that's mid 70's non-metric), mostly sunny with very
little wind. Rides of all speeds and distances were done by small groups
and large. More than 6700 miles were logged by the group and
amazingly, no crashes or injuries! The excellent hotel, located right next
to the Welland Canal trail provided easy access northbound (18 miles) or
south (8 miles). Other nearby trails and roads provided great biking
opportunities. The star attractions were Niagara Falls and watching the
big freighters in the canal locks. Lots of great vacation memories were
made. A big THANKS goes out to Dennis, Eleanor, Rick and Sue for
tackling the difficult job of planning this trip.
That was the last club trip of the season but plenty of local riding will
continue. Cooler weather is great for biking! Check out the calendar often
to stay up to date.

Steve

Club Elections
A notice of elections has been sent out to all club members by email or
snail mail. If you did not receive the notice, please contact me.
The nominating committee made the following nominations for the
position of:
President – Sue Wells
Vice President – Cheryl Burkhardt
Director - Rob Hipskind
Director - Scott Edmundson
These nominations have been accepted by the board and the individuals
have all agreed to serve if elected.
If you are interested in running for any of these positions, nominations
will also be accepted from the floor at the November 15 club meeting
provided that (1) the nominee is present and accepts the nomination, or
(2) in the absence of the nominee, a letter written and signed by the
nominee accepting the nomination is presented.
Respectfully
The Nominating Committee:
Eva Weber, Chair
Joe Etzler
Sue Schneider

weber.1@osu.edu

440-774-9034

Sue Schneider

==================================================

BIKE SCIENCE
Using a road bike allows you to travel four times faster than you can
walk using the same amount of energy!
Physics lesson - a bicycle can stay upright without a rider as long as
it's moving 8mph or more.
The bicycle is one of the most efficient inventions ever. A gallon of
gasoline contains about 31,000 calories of energy. If that amount of
fuel powered a cyclist, then that person could travel over 900 miles
per gallon!

=============================================================

Bike Lanes, Separated Bike Lanes, Side Paths, Sharrows,
and Bike Trails - Ed Stewart
Part 2 of 2

Bike Trails and Multi-use Trails: We are all very familiar with bike trails.
Our own North Coast Inland Trail is a favorite place to ride.
Multi-use trails are designed to be used by a variety of users. At the top
of the pile is the fastest users, the cyclists. At the bottom of the pile are
the slowest users, the walkers with kids. Because of the needs of the
different types of users, these trails need to take into account the speed
and how much width each needs for normal travel. A cyclist needs a
minimum of four feet; a single walker needs a minimum of two feet;
allowing a minimum of two feet between these users when they pass
each other, means a minimum of six feet of width is required for normal
passage. A six foot wide trail is usually uncomfortably narrow for most
users; an eight foot width is the minimum standard anymore and twelve
feet is preferred.
Multi-use trails come with their own ‘rules of etiquette.’ First is speed of
travel - the maximum safe speed for trail users. The standard is 10mph.

travel - the maximum safe speed for trail users. The standard is 10mph.
Most trails post this speed on signs but many do not. Another ‘rule’ is
announcing your presence when coming from behind another user and
you are about to pass them. Even though a trail is not a roadway per se,
many rules of etiquette are expected, such as passing only on the left,
pulling over to the right when someone is passing you, and yielding
another user the right of way when warranted.
It should be noted that when an incident occurs on a multi-use trail,
general rules of passage that are used for roadways are typically applied
to the trail usage also. Vehicular laws have a sort of universality for
nearly all lanes, paths, and trails even though they do not exist on the
books as laws for these facilities.

Mountain Bike Trails: This is a special trail designed primarily for use
cyclists who wish to find challenges in hills, rapid turns and rougher
terrain. While these are also used by hikers, they are primarily designed
for mountain bike use. Speeds will vary and the only limit is what the
cyclist imposes. Hikers beware.
Each of these accommodations has come about because of the increase in
both motorized vehicles and bicycles. With a finite infrastructure at
present, traffic engineers and planners struggle to find ways for us all to
get along. Some do better than others; some saw this need coming and
prepared for it; some areas are simply more progressive in accepting
cultural shifts like the bicycle represents.
As our culture continues to evolve, the adoption of alternate forms of
transportation will also continue. Right now we are enjoying an increased
interest in and usage of bicycles. In the coming years we will see the
electric bicycle come into its own as a viable means of transportation for
many. Who knows what the future may bring? Elevated bike lanes? Selfpropelled cars? An increase of rickshaw-like vehicles for cabs? Further
hybridization between bikes and cars into bikes with covers and
electronic gadgetry?
Individuals interested in these topics in more detail, I have found that
the publications of transportation professionals are very informative.
NACTO - National Association of City Transportation Officials, and
AASHTO - American Association of State Transportation Officials bot have
interesting publications available to read online. They show numerous
additional examples of the accommodations mentioned above.

additional examples of the accommodations mentioned above.

Self-contained bicycle campout
A two-night, self-contained camping trip was held the last weekend of
September. Four riders loaded their bikes with tents, clothes, food and
camp supplies and proceeded to ride 42 miles to camp. It was then two
nights at Mosquito Lake State Park with plenty of riding, eating and
relaxing while there. Lake-front campsites made it extra special. The
weather was cool and downright cold at night but the hardy group really
enjoyed the adventure. See our Facebook page for lots of photos. More of
these trips will be planned next season. If you enjoy camping and biking,

these trips will be planned next season. If you enjoy camping and biking,
the two can be easily combined! Ask any of the campers if you need
guidance in trying this interesting form of cycling.

Attention new members, old members and undead members:
It’s time for our Halloween Party!
The date is Saturday, October 27 at 9AM at the Oberlin Depot
We will have a group costume photo, short costume ride through town to
show how silly we are, and then an all-star ride at 10AM. There will be a
ride level for everyone. After all that, we eat! (probably at 12:30PM) This
is a potluck event although it is not required for attendance. Costumes
are not mandatory either. Just make sure you show up ready to have fun!
If you are new to SW this is a great way to meet the club. The event is
held rain or shine. If bad weather prevents riding, we will still eat!
Please see the calendar listing on our website to register (don't worry,
it's all free) and get more details.
Oh - We need ride leaders to volunteer for this event too!

I don’t ride a bike to add days to my life. I ride a bike
to add life to my days.
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